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By Rehe"ah Szymanski
Receiving 26 out of a possible
30 demerits 'before potential
closure, the U~M upstairs SUB
food services nearly failed an
i~spection by the Albuquerque
Environmental Health Depart·
ment (EHD)last Thursday.
A written warning was issued
to the Cas~ del Sol in which all
areas of the establishment are in
violation and 'must be corrected
within 10 days after the date of
inspection. The EHD sanitation
ordinance states that failure to
do so ·will .result in the "im·
mediate suspension of the permit
or downgrading of the establish·
ment."
The ordinance goes on to state
that "when the demerit score of
the establishment is more than
30, the permit shall immediately
be suspended."
·
Abe Lucero, EHD supervisor
for the UNM area, said inspections were made in three areas.
They are: general sanitation,
construction and food inspection.
"I can't give you the exact
details, but in the warning· they
lean more toward the food
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inspection," he said.
When asked why the SUB food
services received 20 demerits
last May, Betty Baker, assistant
food service manager of the SUB,
said, "On'e inspector gave us 5
demerits one time because the
epoons in a drawer weren't all
lined up ·the same way. It just
depends o'll the inspector."
Director of the Albuquerque
EHD P~ter Greigo said an
inspector would probably 'mark
down for' spoons. not being lined
in the same direction because "it
would be insanitary to pick up
the eating end. Who wants to eat
off a utensil after someone has
put their fingers all over it?" he
said. "There's a good reason why
demerits are given."
Abe Lucero said that health
inspectots based their inspections on· three options. The first
option ~s used .if. the establishment is in violation of a large
number of health requirements.
A downgrading will then result. , ·
"This is our whip, so to speak,"
he said. "We don't use it too often
though because it would lose it's
effectiveness."·
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Dean of Students Karen Glaser prepared the
report on the University's response to Title VI and
Title IX, the federal regulations barring
discrimination on the basis of sex and ethnic
background.
''If the graduate departments' of the College of
Education were eliminated from the statistics, our
picture needs improvements," Glaser said. Of 481
ethnic-minority graduate students, 304 are in the
College of Education. Similarly, 918 of 1477 women
in graduate programs are in education.

The report suggests eliminating forms requiring
students to list their parental and marital status.
Other forms are being revised to include "he or
she" and similar phrases.
• Undergraduate programs were found to be in
compliance along with almost all of the 12 studentrelated administrative units, the report said. "It is
apparent that the University will need to continue
its efforts to recruit minority and women students
in non-traditional areas," the report said.
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New Proposal Offered

ACT's Decide Courses
University administrators have
been handed a controversial and
what one administrator termed
''revolutionary'.' proposal to stop
the high freshman "flunk-out" rate
atUNM.
The proposal was distributed to
academic deans and directors by

Grad ·schoo.l Minorities
Fail to Reflect Population
Graduate-student · enrollment outside the
College of Education fails to reflect New Mexico's
ethnic population, according to a University selfexamination conducted this summer. It also shows
discrepancies existing in the funding of men's and
women's athletics.

Cas~
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·Equitable funding of. nieh'_s and women's sports
programs has caused nationwide consternation
and "discrepancies" still exist at UNM, the report
said. Glaser said, "I believe that if the University
considers seriously the written recommendations
of Linda Estes, director of women's intercollegiate
athletics, and attempts to fulfill her requests, that
the continued progress in that area will be
adequate."
Glaser said there has been a grievance committee formed to which students can air their complaints. She said there is first an informal advisement session where the office of the dean attempts to individually counsel and resolve the complaint. This procedure has a time limit of 20 days.
If the informal sessions fail to solve the problem,
the student can address a formal grievance panel
composed of students, faculty and staff. The
student must go before the committee within 90
days of the original filing, Glaser said.

But, she said, before the student proceeds to the
committee she and her staff would advise the
student whether they felt the case was strong
enough. "Again," Glaser said, '"the emphasis is on
on informal resolution."
The report is available for public inspection at
the Dean of Students Office in Mesa Vista.

Clinton Adams, dean of the College
of Fine Arts.
The new proposal said the new
University entrance standards are
"cosmetic," Tony Hillerman,
assistant to President Davis, said
Monday.
The proposal suggests four
separate courses of instruction for
entering freshmen according to
their ACT exam scores. Each
section would have its own
approach to reach the level of
student capability.
Hillerman said, "What in effect
this plan does is eliminate entrance
require.ments. We wo.uld only be
. limited in im,pltimenting the plan
by our bud~C'But oy accepting
this plan: we"·~~uld be telling the
legislature that the high schools
have failed, and it is now up to the
University to educate these
people."
"In· the past what we've done is
just flunk these people out of the
system. We would be accepting the
responsibility to educate them,"
Hillerman said.
The lowest level would be
entering freshman who scored 15 or
below on their ACT entrance
exams. These students, who have
been the crux of the fight between
UNM administrators and campusminority groups, would be required
to take courses at the 100 level only.
The 100 level courses would be
redesigned to prepare studentsdeficient in certain academic areas
to do coJlege-level academic work.
However, Adams stat~d the
number of students entering this
section may have to be limited to
350,

I

"When the limit is reached, the

Office of Admissions would then
inform additional applicants that,
although they were admitted to the
University, .they would have to
begin their studies studies in the
summer or wait until spring,"
Adams said.

Tony Hillerman

The students at this level would
be allowed to challenge their ACT
exams by taking another test in the
class.
The size of the first section would
only be limited by the University
budget and special emphasis would
be placed on spring and summer
course offerings.
Adams proposes that the
incoming freshmen with an ACT
score of 15 to 19 would take onehour
''booster'' laboratory·
instruction, which would give the
student a taste for college-level
(Continued on page 2)

Grower's Mart 'Squashlng' Competltlon
By Koren Panagakos
If you're looking for fresh fruits and vegetables
at reasonable prices, try the Grower's Market held
each Saturday at the Civic Auditorium.
Now in its. second year of operation, the market
attracts between 400 and 500 customers every
weekend. Jack Hunt, Albuquerque Grower's
· Market president, said, "Our biggest selling point
is that the customer gets fresh produce. It's
usually pick!!d the night before or the same morning."
The grower, in turn, has the opportunity to sell
his excess produce. Louise Bouton, an Alameda
grow(jr, said, "I can sell more, quicker, here at the
market. 1-usually sell to grocery stores."
The Grow'er's Market opens at 7:30 a.m. each
Saturday .and closes down no later than 11 a.m.
"We're usually sold out by then," Hunt said.
Approximately 50 state growers, most from the
immediate--city area, display their produce from
the backs cif vans or trucks and trunks of cars. The
produce can be bought in small and bulk
q_uantities. A $5 membership fee to the Organic
Growers A.ssociation enables the growers to sell in

the market area free of charge. Non-members are
required. to pay from twenty-five cents to $1
depending upon the amount of produce they bring
to sell.
Hunt sai'a the Grower's Market was the idea of
Jim Sais, county extension agent for the Bernalillo
County Extension Office which deals with
promoting the growing of different crops and
works with the growers. "People had been calling
'Sais asking where they could get fresh fruits and
vegetables," Hunt said.
Sais said the original intent of the market was to
help growers sell their unsold produce. Sais said
growers and garden clubs organized by Theo Bird
helpedto start the markets.
"The Grower's Market was something
Albuquerque definitely needed," Sais said.
Now in its sixth week of operation this year, the
market is expected to close down some time in October, unless there is an early frost. "'l'he average
time for frost is between Sept. 30 and Oct. 15,"
Hunt said.' "Last year we were open for 13 weeks."
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ATLANTA- (UPI)-Jimmy
Cart!!r said Monday he is commit ted to Israel's survival as "the
fulfillment of a biblical prophecy"
and that he would take personal
responsibility for the CIA and
FBI as President.
Meeting with about 70' Jewish
supporters at a "Leadership
Conference," Carter also said he
will not respond to any "personal'' attacks by Republican
critics.
He said Robert Dole, the GOP
vice-presidential nominee who
has been attacking him, will be
answered by Carter's own
running mate, Walter Mondale,
and that cabinet officers will be
answered by Press Secretary
J ody Powl!ll.~

"I think tha members of
congress are overwhelmingly
committed to a strong Israel, and
and I know that I'm committed to
guaranteeing a strong Israel,"
said Carter.
"This is not just a political
statement; as a· Christian myself,
I think the formation of Israel,
the founding of that nation, is a
fulfillment of biblical prophecy."
Carter said he would insist
that Arab nations recognize that
nation's "right to exist in peace"
and acknowledge that "the
Israelis didn't cause the
Palestinians' problems."
·
On another subject, Carter
said, "Under the abuses of
Richard Nixon .. :we have tended
to snuff out individual human
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rights. It has been a devastating
blow to the American confidence
and consciousness to realize that
our own government, of which
we are so proud, in its two major
law enforcement agencies has
deliberately and habitually
violated the law."
Carter said he agreed with
joint congressional oversight of
the CIA and FBI, but that "I look
upon the President as the
primary
repository
of
responsibility."
He said that if he is elected to
the White House and either
agency spies on American
citizens or corrupts overseas
governments, "I will be the one
who will call a press conference"
to disclose such violations.
"If a recurrence occurs, the
responsibility will be right on my
shoulders," said Carter. "I
believe that every President
since Truman, when the CIA was
formed, either knew what the
CIA was doing or said, 'Don't tell
me- I don't want to know.'"
He also said the forthcoming
debates with President Ford
"will give me a very clear way to
express my commitment to the
future of this country compared
to President Ford's message
about the future of this country.".

... ACT's
(Co:~tinued

from page U

academic work.
The students scoring more than
20 on the ACT test would be ready
to take what once was considered
college level, the report maintains.

2935 Monte Vista NE 265-3681
10% Discount With This Ad

"We can not afford to wait. The
situation that presently exists in our
freshman program is critical. The
courses as presently constituted are
all but unteachable. The presence
of large numbers of inadequately
prepared students deprives all
students of the opportunity they
deserve," Adams wrote.
Hillerman
said
the
administration is studying the
proposal with, "great interest."

E
OLYMPIC

The proposal, Hillcrman said,
would probably undergo a great
deal of revision before it was
implemented, but he said, "We
could probably take parts of it and
start with some of the ideas very
soon.''
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By United Prqss International

Debates Win Approval
The proposed face-to-face debates between President Ford and
Jimmy Carter won the approval of the Federal Election Commission Monday, but the conventional long-range debating bet·
ween the Democrats and Republicans already was well under
way.
As Democratic Vice-Presidential Candidate Walter Mondale
was telling labor leaders . in San Francisco the GOP ad· ·
ministration "put the foot on the brake, tightened credit and put
millions out of work," Ford's Chief Economic Adviser told the
President recovery from the 1975 recession is "solidly in place."

Refugees Sal'l to US
MIAMI-Immigration officials processed Monday 145 Haitian
refugees who arrived Sunday night crammed so tightly into a 50. foot sailboat that "it looked like an old Roman galley packed with
slaves."
The Haitians said they had come aboard the sailboat directly on
a 15-day voyage from Port au Prince. Immigration officials said
they doubted their story and speculated they had stopped for
supplies in Nassau, Bahamas.
Hundreds of Haitian refugees have arrived aboard boats and
by various other means for the last few years seeking political
asylum, but this was the largest single group to arrive here by
boat, officials said.
·

Blast Releases Radiation
RICHLAND, Wash.-A chemical explosion at a plant in the
Hanford Atomic Reservation today contaminated 8 to 10 persons
with a radioactive substance.
One of those contaminated suffered superficial cuts and under·
went treatment and decontamination at the Hanford
Environmental Health Foundation. The others underwent
decontamination at the plant. The contamination was caused by a.
substance known as americium.
·
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ABILENE, Te:>c-John J. Allen, who relatives said had been
re~iving W~rld War II for 30 years, was charged Monday with the
smper slaymg of a teen-ager he may have considered one of the
uenemy.
The 55-year·old suspect would "parade up and down with an
American flag. He'd come out from a hedge and when a car came
by he'd run back behind it. The kids would give him a little
haras~ment but not too much," said Lois Dunlap, a neighbor.
Pollee worked to determine if Neville Ray King 16 was one of
the teasing kids.
' '
.
King was almost decapitated by a single rifle bullet fired
Sunday afternoon as he walked with two companions near Allen's
home.
11
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· demonstrating the need for po\Yer, rather than addressing nuclear
power's inadequacies.
"I will get my testimony admitted," he said. "The question is how
much of it the commission will allow.''
The commission has already thrown out any medical testimony he
might have given, on the grounds that he lacks the qualifications to
make medical judgments.
.
Another part of the testimony the commission threw out was an
equation Hyder said he discovered this summer. The equation made
"quantitative and rigorous" his conclusions about the hidden
consequences of nuclear power.
The Commission based its decision to throw the equation out on the
fact that it had not been published and criticized by Hyder's peers, he
said. He said he has submitted the equation to several publications
but has received no response.
"The court looks to authority to make its decisions; it makes no
judgments on validity," Hyder said.
Although the equation was thrown out, none of the conclusions
drawn from it were thrown out, he said. "The commission said all I
had to do is refrain from using the equation, but it said I could use the
conclusions drawn from it.
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operation of nuclear reactors."
He said these cancer-causing rays escape from the plants in several
ways: they escape as gases during extraordinary events such as
sabotage or extreme malfunction; they escape to a high degree during
reprocessing (which is separating the active material from the waste
material), and; one part in 1000 escapes from the trenches where the
waste material has been buried.
The Public Service Commission is now in the process of deciding on
whether to accept Hyder's testimony. The Public Service Company is
attacking his testimony based on his qualifications as a witness.
"In some of the areas I testified, the opposition brought up the fact
that I lacked areas of training that would qualify me as a witness
about certain aspects of the case.''
But, Hyder said, the Public Service Company failed to respond to
his charges in their testimony. "By charging that I am not qualified,
the Public Service Company effectively transfers the burden of proof
to the interveners of the case, rather than having to prove that
nuclear power is reliable, needed and economic," he said.
He said the company's testimony spends most o£ its time

Vet Relives War Days

V•rgmm.

us at the wildest party ever!!

·-·-
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WASHI~GTON;-The Senate voted 69 to 16 Monday to block a
hydro~lectnc proJ.ect on the New River-a clear, virtually
unspoiled mountam stream which has been flowing since
prehistoric times.
The House has overwhelmingly approved a sjmilar bill, and a
conference committee will work out a final version.
The measure would nullify the Federal Power Commission's
authorization for the Appalachian Power Co. to construct a dam
complex that would flood a 44-mile stretch of the river which
h~ad.s ?P in North Carolina and flows through Virginia into West

Invite you to wear your favorite or
"weirdest" sports outfit and join
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Hydro Proj'ect Blocked
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All the hazards we've produced for the last 30 years
won't become manifest for another 30 years.-Charles
Hyder, physicist for UNM and NASA

i

GAMES

8pm-1am

By Dolores Wood
By increasing the number of nuclear-power plants, we are
increasing the potential for disaster caused by the hidden effects of
radiation, said Dr. Charles Hyder, a physicist for UNM and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Hyder has submitted testimony to the Public Service Company of
New Mexico stating that radiation from nuclear reactors causes
cancer. The testimony was submitted in an attempt to stop the Public
Service Company of New Mexico from investing in a nuclear-power
plant in Arizona.
"The latent hazards intrinsic to nuclear power are hidden 30 years
or longer before they become manifest," Hyder said. "This is the
average time for all cancers to become lethal." This figure is based on
·studies from Hiroshima and Nagasaki, he said.
"The nuclear industry has been doubling itself every two-and-a-half
io three years. If the hazard latency doubles 10 times before we find
out what the hazards are, there is potential for disaster," he said.
"Even when we decide to close down the plants, all the hazards
we've produced for the last 30 years won't become manifest for
another 30 years," he said.
"One gamma ray will lead to a cancer that will kill you," he said.
"Billions and billions of gamma rays are produced per second in the
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KNME-TV Is a Fine Station:
But Everyone Is a TV Critic
By Orlando Medina
It was with great enthusiasm and a rushed
pitter-patter of my little heart that I read ih
yesterday's LOBO editorial that I<NME-TV has
been ranked sixth in the nation in publicbroadcasting stations.
I cannot agree more whole-heartedly that
KNME-TV is a fine station and deserves the
laurels crowned upon it by the Neilsen pollsters.
But the editorial's innocuous poke at the local
commercial television stations, "There is some
feeling at the (PBS) station that the reason
KNME rJnks sixth is because of the quality of the
local commercial stations' programs," reminds
me that there are two types of television
critics-snob appeal and slob appeal.

~.·
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'Dr. Richards Is Woman:
Let Her Play The Game'

l

Also the British productions always seem to
add an air of sophistication to human vices.
Now slob appeal TV critics are those people
that cry about the quality of commercial
television and demand there be family viewing
hours during prime time television. These are the
same people born with a telephone attached to
their ear so they can call TV stations and scream
when a New York Jets game is interrupted by
"Heidi" or if "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman'' is
going to be late. They also demand an end to
violence on television, but complain if a prize
fight is too dull (bloodless).
I have several suggestions that could have
been include'd in the KNME-editorial. First off, to
improve their viewing to being the first-ranked
PBS station in the country, they should have
Alistair Cooke narrate the upcoming Lobo
basketball games on their station.
Secondly, Bill Moyer could read what happened in the last episode of "Victoria Regina," or
"The Six Wives of Henry VIII."
And finally, the Albuquerque Public Schools
(co-owners of KNME) could serialize their union
contract negotiations as a part of "Masterpiece
Theatre."
I suggest the editorial writer consider this
before calling to complain that one of her soap
operas is going to be late. After all, I wonder how
much she contributed to the high Neilsen rating
of I<NME.

Let me define those terms. Snob appeal is
the ability to watch a soap opera without a commercial and· term it intellectual or educational
PRUNING?
viewing. The first such thing that would probably
nrnmmumnm•u•umurmmmmu•m L etters 1uuu 1w•LP..uvru umnnu m'muuumnm fit in this category would be "The Forsythe
Saga" or "Upstairs Downstairs." Perhaps even
something like "Georges Sand."
These are acceptable soap operas because
there is no soap and there is usually a historical
or literary background to them. Children are
encouraged to watch these programs. (Just like
Editor:
inability and unwillingness to Shakespeare with his duels, poisonings, suicides
Re: Danny Ball's letter of accept ':equality" and by doing and infidelities.)
Aug. 30, 1976. In this day of so are ·obstructing what Ms.
women's lib, I cannot see why King and many others have
Dr. Rene Richards should be been working so hard to
"half-athletically unacceptable achieve:. equal prize money for Editor:
President of these United
to the women because he [sic] both sexes in these tourThe American Independent States must be an indication
is still athletically acceptable naments·.
Party contends we're not that the Party is continuing its
as a man."
As for Dr. Richards, let her George Wallace's party any downward trend.
First of all, Dr. Richards is a play her' game-as a woman,
more. That is true in a sense,
Some Party members had
woman now; she was probably which is .what she is, no matter
but its nomination of Lester hoped 1976 would be the year
a "woman" long before she had what kind of genes she wears!
Maddox as a candidate for for a candidate that wasn't exher operation.
Lorenzo A. Marrujo
Secondly, Danny, didn't you
see the television special (spectacle?) where Ms. King beat
Bobby Riggs, who became Editor:
bouncing in the hole. This is coupled with an adunacceptable to many male
While I appreciate the University's attempts to
ditional principle that dirt will not stay in the hole
because it keeps bouncing out with whatever keeps
tennis athletes soon afterwards. alleviate ~· somewhat miserable situation, I wish
bouncing
someone
would
look
up
the
term
"common
sense."
in.
Or, if you missed that, perLook
at
UNM
trying"
to
fill
up
the
chuck
holes
in
the
To
make
a long, involved scientific and natural law
chance you caught the summer
short,
you
cannot
use dirt to fill up chuckholes at the
Olympics. Those disgustingly intersection of Redondo and Grand. The chuck holes
intersection of Redondo and Grand or on any other
broad shoulders of those East there were causing potential danger to cars and
bicycles,
not
to
mention
bicycle
riders.
street.
German women swimmers
Now you can mix dirt with straw, bake it and put a
Eventually, someone or a team of someones got
should have given you a hint of around to filling up the holes, but with dirt. Now,
lump of adobe in a chuckhole, but I'm sure most
what women are capable.
people on campus would settle for some gravel and
whoever made the decision to fill the holes obviously
If those women pros want to did not stop to consider the fact that it has been
road tar.
boycott their tournaments, let raining in the past several weeks, besides the principle
John Davis
them. It just reflects on their that dirt will not stay in a hole if everyone keeps
" .·•
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Common Sense Says Dirt Is No Good

George Gesner
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By Bill Barrett
KUNM has been a part of the University Community/ Albuquerque
scene for a long time. This past year has seen their move from small,
cramped inadequate quarters in the basement of the SUB to larger
better facilities in their new "penthouse apartment" on the third floor
of Onate Hall. More important has been the transition from an
antenna on the SUB to their transmitter on Sandia Crest. This has
meant that instead of being a station whose listening community
stretched a few miles from UNM campus that they are now heard
statewide. (Listener reports have drifted in from such diverse places
as Gallup, Taos, Abiquiu and Pietown.)
A lot of people have funny misconceptions about how a radio station
fits into a community. In particular how does KUNM relate to the
people it services?
KUNM's station manager, Paul Mansfield, says he would like to demystify the external appearances of radio. Too many people think
that radio is something which only a demented engineer with years of
voice training could master. It really isn't that way. Basic radio skills
require little more than time, effort and enthusiasm.
One of KUNM's primary responsibilities is to train people in radio
skills. This covers a wide variety of activities. Have you ever wanted
to be a newsperson? Right now the KUNM News team is horribly
understaffed and eagerly awaits your contribution. Or maybe you've
fantasized sitting in the control room of a radio station and playing
the music you've always wanted to hear over the air. It does require a
third class license and a little bit of training, but KUNM is willing to
help you study for the test, and learn how to work the equipment to
be on the air.
(KUNM does not have the forms for the test. These may be obtained downtown at the Federal Information Center.
Once you've got the forms, you fill them out, write the FCC a check
for $4-I hope they haven't raised the price-and the government
schedules you for a test. Study guides are available at many book and
electronics stores. If you have any difficulty studying, the people at
KUNM will be glad to help.)
Or maybe you want to be a great production engineer. KUNM has
the equipment and the people to assist you in getting your messages
on the air. (It takes a third class license to do a show; it only takes experience and ability to put a prerecorded message over the air.)
Training at KUNM is different from your classes. Your paper for
English 101 has at most an audience of 10; and is probably forgotten
not too long after you've turned it in. On the other hand, a radio
broadcast is heard by thousands of people all over the state. The
education you receive here is not something to be forgotten once you
leave the premises of the school; the sk_ills are the same for radio
anywhere in the world.
And if you say,Td love to go on the air, but my voice is horrible ...
Voices can be trained. If you're willing to take the time to critically
listen to your own speech and ac.cept the guidance of people in the
field, you can do as well as any.
There must be a catch to it. Unfortunately there is. KUNM is
horribly underfunded. Most radio stations would fold if their income
for a month was what KUNM's year long budget is. DJ's, newspeople
and other station personnel (with a few exceptions) are not paid. And
those few who are are close to the minimum wage bJ;acket. If you want
to learn about radio and don't mind giving yourself and your time,
check in at KUNM. They need you.

Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and do.uble spaced.
_
Sender's name, address and phone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in
person.
If a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone nurnber<a!Jd address of a group member.
Opinions ...
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the LOBO. Opinions may
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
Opinio"ns shuuld include address and phone number.

'CHE£R up·
HE SAID

Both letters to the editor and opinions are subject to editing
for length and for possibly libelous content. Letters may be
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to
the LOBO newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall.
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The Station's Role

Imagine Lester Maddox' Militia
treme as in recent years. If Maddox isn't an extremist, the world
is flat. Here is a man who has no
respect for human equality, a
man who would threaten our
country's security.
Imagine a militia under his
control equipped with axes and
stilettos. South Africa would be
our only ally. The Confederacy
would suffer a renaissance.
One good thing could come
out of this, a debate between
two good friends, Maddox and
Jimmy Carter. I'd buy ringside
tickets for that one.
Chances are slim that Maddox will ever get near the White
House. In fact, he probably
won't affect the election at all,
and I'm thankful for that.

KUNm:
What is it?

,.

,.

Po.rt of KUNffi's record llbto.ty

In the control room, on the o.lr

. The music
KUNM is lucky in one respect.
Unlike commercial radio, they
don't have to use their music to
sell deodorants, used cars and
everything else that other
stations lare trying to convince
you that you need. So instead of
repeating the same song forty
times a day because someone
thinks that it will make you want
to buy ...
KUNM's staple is free form
music. Turn your dial to 90.1 and

you
might
hear
Bruce
Springsteen, Billie Holliday, Nor·
man Blake, McCoy Tyner, Bonnie
Bramlett or something incredible
that you've never heard before.
KUNM tries to play the best in
music and bring you sounds that
you can't hear anywhere else.
In addition to the large blocks
of unstructured music, KUNM
devotes certain time periods to
special programming in order to
give the listener time to really
get into jazz, blues or whatever.
Monday nights it's Movida
Latina from 9:15 to 1:15. Movida
Latina is the best from the Latino
world. The music includes salsa,
flamenco, the music of New
Mexico and a lot of other exciting
l'holt1 by Howard Pa('('
sounds.
The production room, where the sounds o.re mo.de
Tuesday night's special show is
the Home of Happy Feet. This is
dedicated to all the shitkickers Scruggs and hundreds more Joe wants to dedicate "Sixteen
and folkies in the audience. If mean anything to you, listen. The Candles" to Bobbie Sue.
There's only one thing that
names like the Chieftains, Merle music goes from folk through
bluegrass
to
country
and
covers
could
follow four hours of oldies
Haggard, Marty Robbins, Earl
everyting in between.
and it does. At 9:15 Mitch comes
Home Cooking is Wednesday in for the Ghetto,Albuquerque's
night blues. Whether you like it best. soul show. If you thought
early and acoustic, or hot and this town didn't have any soul. ..
electric, tb ey've got it.
Sunday morning the station
Thursday night is one of goes dead for awhile (from 6 to 10
KUNM's two jazz shows. KUNM a.m.). Classical music brings it
has one of the most extensive back to life at 10. KUNM's
jazz collections in the southwest classical programming is some of
and they try to play a little bit of the most imaginative and
everything from it.
creative to be heard anywhere.
Friday night, Dr. Malachi Too many classical stations
"Flunk" Mudgong, one of relegate their airspace to a few
KUNM's resident insane well known pieces by a few long
geniuses rocks the country with dead composers. KUNM brings
some of everything that can be you everyting from Precalled country rock and a little Renaissance to Stockhausen and
madness that defies description.
Xenakis.
Saturday is my favorite day
The classics yield at 5:30 to
because I dig the oldies. From
The Sin_qing Wire. The Boy
5:15 to 9:15 in the evening Matt
Mygatt plays the best from the Wonder plays Native American
fifties and early sixt.,•s. Hot music of all varieties.
Lirks is the nam(' ,,f the show and
At 8:00 thP Women's Radio
a pretty good d<·Hrription of the Colkctiv< tak••s over with Hermusi<• as well. And it you miss the tiles. An hour of different. voirPs.
rPqu<'sts and dedications from
Jazz returns to the air at 9:15.
the beach party era, call up Matt
Four
hours of the Bird, Trane,
on the Hot Licks Hot Line. Don't
....
Miles
be afraid to tell them that Billy
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The RQdlo Scene in Albuquetque
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By James Cranfill
KABQ The older Spanish
language station in town, .. tends
toward traditional New Mexican
music .. .lots of accordions plus
local "fave raves" such as AI
Hurricane
and
Roberto
Griego .. .lots of "ranchero"
dancing music ...

..

11&~~~~

Albuquetque's
Newest Voices

·~
By Ken Walston
~
:;::
Tired of traveling back and forth
"' across the radio band only to tune
Z in the same old radio stations?
~ Two of Albuquerque's newest
b.C stations, KIPC and KNWZ, offer
~ different approaches to radio
programming for this area.
KNWZ, liSO Kh. on the AM
band, is the first and only all-news
station in Albuquerque presenting
24 hours of continuous "news and
information,"
said
Ed
Pennybacker, managing editor of
the station.

*

*

*

KAMX The
progressive
Spanish Station in town ... "Salsa"
now and then ... also music from
Spain and South America ...

present, but Pennybacker said the
station hopes to get an Associated
Press (AP) wire service subscription
in the future.
The station also has network
affiliation with ABC Radio "for
the personalities they have; namely,
Howard Cosell and Paul Harvey,"
he said. KNWZ also broadcasts
some of ABC's weekend sports
shows.
In addition to ABC and CBS, the
station subscribes to the Mutual
Broadcast System of New York,
"primarily
for
features,"
Penny backer said.
Pennybacker called KNWZ's
slogan, "All news, all day," a "bit
of a misnomer," preferring "news
and information."

national news and talk-show format ...

*

*

town ... sometimes tends excessively towards the teenybopperish but usually maintains
a satisfactorily high standard of
programming for any hippy, old
or new ...

*

KHFM Classical music ... well·
chosen and well-presented ... the
announcers occasionally leave
something to be desired in terms
of pronundation, due to the
predominantly volunteer nature
of the staff ... easy listening· for
the cultured ear ...

*

*

*

KKIM Good
old
gospel
sounds ... sometimes gets too
talky and self-righteous, but the
*
* *
KNWZ All news all the music is guaranteed to stir the
time .. .interesting raps and oc, soul of any true-born Southerner
casional in-depth coverage of (in fact or in spirit) .. .let's all get
issues of interest ... guaranteed to together
and
praise
the
provide
interesting
enter- Lord ... Halle! uiah!. ..
tainment of a non-musical
* * *
sort ... also
provides·
local KMYR the
newest
coverage interspersed among the "progressive" music station in

the corporation for Public show is interrupted at 7:15 a.m. for
At 7:30 p.m. Monday through
Broadcasting (CPB). The station a IS-minute broadcast of local
Wednesday
"Classical Hour" is
will also secure local underwriting, news,"new Mexico Today."
broadcast,
being
substituted on
subject to CPB · regulations, to
Thursday
with
"Women
Hour"
At
9
a.m.
the
station
presents
a
provide additional funds for
Formerly KDEF Radio, KNWZ
and
on
Friday
with
"From
the
BBC
Radio
Newsreel,
followed
by
a
production of local shows.
employs 10 full-time news staffers
Roots
of
Bluegrass."
who present both United Press
IS-minute National Public Radio
Victor Velarde, program director (NPR) news show. NPR is the radio
International (UPI) and locally
The nightly 8:30-9:30 p.m. time
of the station, described KIPC's affiliate of the Public Broadcast · slot varies between talk shows and
generated news and feature stories,
Pennybacker said.
"We can't generate hard- purpose as "intended to serve all System (PBS),
musical presentations, The 9:30cultures of New Mexico with
breaking
news
all
day,"
he
said,
so
midnight spot presents either
In addition to local news, the
From 9:30 a.m. to noon, at "Classical Concerts" or "Folk
programs that serve culture,
to
avoid
repetition
the
broadcasts
station subscribes to the News
which time a 1S-minute news Festival USA."
education and information."
Information Service of CBS Radio include feature spots and bits of
program is aired, disc jockey David
public information.
which makes available 47 minutes
The weekend schedule presents
Velarde said emphasis on Native Denny heats the air waves with
of network news out of every hour,
jazz
on Saturday from 9-12 a.m.,
KIPC Radio is a non-profit, non- American music and culture is "Just Jazz," with a special
he said. The station is contracted to commercial station at 91.5 Mh. on necessary because "there isn't any Thursday edition devoted strictly to and classical . music on Sunday
broadcast two IS-minute blocks of theFM dial.
during this time. Noon to 6 p.m.
work being done in that area." He 1930's and '4{)'s iazz.
CBS news every hour, but may fill
presents "Boogie and Blues,"
Stressed the station is making a
news
Victor
After
the
noon
up the remaining half hour with
followed
by 30 minutes of news.
Licensed like KUNM, the "unified effort in all directions to Velarde hosts "Ondas Musicalas
whatever it chooses, Pennybacker University of New Mexico student serve all cultures."
The weekend schedule rounds out
con Salsa," until 2 p.m., when a with "BBC Science Magazine"
said.
station,
and KANW,
the
jazz/culture
show called "Road from 6:30 to 7 p.m., ending with
A glance at the program schedule
About 50 per cent of broadcast Albuquerque Public School System shows the station presents Show" begins.
"Essence in Black," a jazz format,
time is devoted to local stories, he and Technical-Vocational Institute broadcasts appealing to many
until midnight.
said, with the remaining half student station, KIPC was interests.
At 6 p.m. "All Things
Considered," described by Velarde
allotted
to
national
and originally funded by grants from
So if the old radio stations just
the All-Indian Pueblo Council and
international news.
Each day the station begins at 6 as a 90-minute news magazine and aren't giving you what you want,
the Dept. of Housing, Education a.m. with "Sound of the Drum," "the best in-depth program try KIPC and KNWZ. They can
and
Welfare (HEW). Current which Velarde described as "music around," discusses all and any provide the variety to spice up the
The UPI wire service is the only
operating
expenses are provided by of all Indians." The three-hour relevant topics.
one the station subscribes to at
blandest radio diet.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

KOB the city's "easy-listening"
station ... "adult entertainment"
only, so to speak •.. sometimes
they may put you to sleep but
they'll never jangle your nerves ...
KPAR This used to be a fine
progressive station ... For a
couple of years now they've been
provJding the easiest of easy
listening music this side of the
Pecos ... guaranteed to get your
grandmother off...
KIPC Albuquerque's contribution to "third-world" culture .. .lots
of public-affairs type stuff.. .lots
of Spanish and Native American
music .. .In many ways this is the
most interesting (in the sense of
surprising and non-boring) FM
station in town ...

.b:W

KQEO One of the town's two
top-forty stations ... Sharp and
nimble-tongued dee-jays .. .lots of
Sending KUNffi's signal outward
contests .. .lots of eleven-year-olds
calling their requests ... Good for album ... rareiy tending to teeny- KUNM The center for creative
keeping awake when you're out bopperish excesses ... They've use of the airwaves in new
been providing sweet, young- Mexico ... only recently broadcruising Central at two a.m ....
feeling music to our friends as far casting from the Crest ... bringing
* .. ..
. KRKE The other top-forty north as Taos and beyond for original (sometimes otherwise
now...
unplayable) programming to all
station ... the broadcasts originate years
*
*
*
young-thinking
people from here
from "Broadcast Plaza" near the
KRZY
Albuquerque's
basic
to
the
San
Lusi
Valley
...
Albuquerque
Zoo ... Call
in
country
*
*
*
Nashville
station
...
good
sometime and request "Blue
sometimes
rocking KZIA Albuquerque's talk-andVelvet" ... a good strong signal to music,
public-affairs-station ... their poli- ...
keep you company on those country ... occasionally they even
play
classic
greats
like
Jimmie
tics
tend toward the conserlonely trips to Santa Fe or
R
o
d
g
&
r·"s,
;:the
Singing
vative
... their talk shows "tend
Grants •..
Brakeman
...
mainly
they
stay
toward
the provocative ... tune in
..
* *
KRST The city's original with
mainstream
country
when you're sick of hearing
progressive commercial leavened with a healthy dose of "Closer to Me" for the umpteenth
station ... noted for their special progressive country a Ia Waylon
time and are ready to think for a
events such as the "New Mexican and Willie...
while ... they'll arouse you at_Song" contest and record
* * *
tention, one way or another ...
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A Brief History
of Radio
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(Editor's note- The following
article is taken from Sex and
Broadcasting: A Handbook for
Starting a Radio Station for the
Community. This book, compiled
and partially written by Lorenzo
W. Milan, is a fascinating
collection of information (and
misinformation) which might have
been titled Everything You Wanted
to Know about Radio, But Were
Afraid 10 Ask. Fortur..ately, it isn't
copyrighted, so I can use whole
passages, like the one below, to
turn people on to the book and,
hopefully, the subject. If you want
a copy, you can check your local
bookstore, or send $5 to Dildo
Press, 131 Wilder Ave., Los Gatos,
CA95030.)
Radio was discovered some 50
years ago by a dog named RCA
Victor. RCA Victor discovered
radio accidently by looking into a
horn, and discerning the voice of
his master. Ever since then, RCA
Victor has been a tradition, and
many have capitalized on his
cocked ear and puzzled face.
In the early days of radio, there
were many exciting inventions. The
Father of The Tube was Lee

deForest. He evacuated a bulb left
by the Gardener (coincidentally, a
friend of RCA Victor) and stuck in
his thumb and pulled out some
mysterious little bugs called
electrons. When he put the whole
thing in a wall-socket, he said
"Yreka." And he heard the voice
"This is London Calling!"
Radio grew apace after that.
There were modifications of
DeForest's evacuated tube. One of
them was put together with some
nerve by Maj.-Gen. Edw.
Armstrong. He called it the
Heartstrong receiver. He was able
to hear Trenton on his receiver. He
also said "Yreka!" which was a
favorite quote of radio inventors.
Television also grew apace. The
first signal was a picture of Howdy
Doody sent from Seacaucus
N.J. to Weekawken, N.J. The
effect was electrifying. HowdyDoody was seen from as far away
as Bayonne. CBS then was invented
to steal patents from RCA Victor
and his friends. There were many
suits.
The transmission of radio signals
is amazingly simple. A voice makes
the ·diaphram (later called the

'IUD') tremble because of a basic
flow of electrons. Electrons are also
fondly ~ailed 'Little Boogers' by
inventors who couldn't find them
too easily.
This amplified signal flows
through a series of coils and feeders
(The Islets of Langerhans) in the
first stage of amplification. The
first stage leads to the second stage,
which in turn leads to the third, and
so forth. Finally the last stage is
reached, and everyone goes out for
tea.
Radio developed apace with the
coming of singing commercials.

HI·FI House••.

RCA Victor and CBS bought up radio came to be transformed into
everyone and their grandmother, something else again. No longer
including Saul and Roweena Triode would listeners depend upon the
who helped to found the Heaviside laughter and songs of G. J. Told of
Layer, the A ether, and the tube WOOD. No, soon the eyeball had
which ultimately became their replaced the ear; the cathode tube
namesake: The Pentode.
had put a single white dot on the
An unsung hero of these .days sentence called radio. Instead of
was Senator Wheatstone, builder of being
an
instrument
for
the Wheatstone Bridge connecting information and commercials, with
Biloxi and W. Biloxi. He stated on brief sieges of entertainment, or top
the floor of the U.S. Senate that he pops. New engineering techniques
would die content if he had his rye, made possible the arousal of HiFi,
Don Ameche, and The Breakfast which
in
turn
led
to
Club. He was buried with honors in Quadraportographic Sounds and
Athens, 0.
Stereomagick · Musics. The new
After the war, radio went into its horizon of radio is cloudy but
infancy. The continent was leaped bright.
in a single span, and a mother in
And so it is with a friendly wave
Regina could hear the same Drano that we say 'Goodbye' and
commercials as a truckdriver in 'Godspeed' and 'Godamercy' to
Omaha.
our old furry friend, Radio. From
RCA Victor, through Roweena
Familiar to broadcasters is "The
Triode and The Joy Boys, it has
First Time on the Air" also known
been a fun-filled adventure into the
as "Beginning Stomach." This
electronic
tingling of a whole
quickly changes with experience to
continent. The Future of Radio is
"The Oriental Clam."
larger nor smaller than we can
With the advent of Television imagine. Long may she wave!
[KTAO Guide #62)
(also called "The Third Eye"),

terns •..WE CARE ..•from personal interest in your needs
to pride in our service!
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THE FINESf BRANDS
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"When the Public Service Company finds out, they'll raise a stink,
then the commission will have to make a decision."
Hyder said the company stands to Jose little if they aJ'(' forcPd to
sell their interests in the Arizona plant. "The company feels it is going
to get such a good deal that it can't pass it up," he said.
"It's typical for nuclear-energy companit>s to jack up the price once
t h e initia I purchase has been made and they have their customer
hooked," Hyder said. "The price of uranium was not addressed in any
real way in the company's testimony, and the price is skyrockt>ting."
He said the price of uranium has gone from $6 a pound in 1973 to $60
a pound in 1976.
"The maximum the company has already committed is $2 million,"
Hyder said. "If it decides not to be involved, the company can most
likely sell the plant at a profit."

HunterS. Thompson
quoted as saying, "If I ever catch that little

bastard (Trudeau). I'll tear his lungs out."
Thompson has also served as Caribbean
correspondent for the New York Herald Tribune
and as a South American wrrespondent to the
National Observer. He has also contributed to
Esquire, the New York Times Magazine The
Nation, and
'
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Rebate

· . Fltl out· coupon

s .,

The Hi-Fi House is Albuquerque's oJdest and newest
sound center and has been serving University students
and faculty for over a quarter of a century. For the
newest and best in state-of-the-art sound equipment,
from tapes to a complete professional recording studio,
Hi-Fi House has the equipment, knowledge and
experience to serve Your sound needs with a plus!

TDPRRTISTS
Including Billbaards
Tap2D

I·

Peter Frampton Fr~mpton Comes Alive
Neil Diamond
Beautiful Noise·
Wings
At The Speed of Sound
Beach Boys
15 Big Ones
Beetles
Rock N Roll
Chicago
Chicago X
John Denver
Spirit

I

The SR-5G is a tremendously powerful slide rule
calculator. Yet you can program it whenever · you're
ready.
There are 74 preprogrammed·functions and operations. You can do
arithmetic within all 10
memoriesf. It has AOS- a
unique algebraic operating
system that lets you handle
problems with up to 9levels
of parentheses. There's also
polar to rectangular conversion- built in. Mean.
Standard deviation. Degrees, radians, grads. And,
it works with TI's new
printer-the PC-100.
.
Chances are, you'll be pro-

S-Track Tapes Rer;~ular 5 7 95

•

:
1

3011 Monte Vista NE· 255-1694

1

I

Just east of Central & Girard. near UNM

6 Central SE
255·75765

FINANCING AVAILABLE
FOR OVER 26 YEARS

gramming. That's what professionals in your field are
doing-right now. And with
an SR-5G you're ready. It
has 100-merged prefix program steps. (j logical decision functions. 4 levels of
subroutines. You can decrement and skip on zero to
iterate a loop as many times
as you specify. There are 4
levels of subroutine to let
you use your program steps
to maximum advantage.
And, you can even compare
a test register with the display to make a conditional
branch. So you can check an
intermediate result ~a
for convergence, or a
ut
maximum.

The edge you need. Now. And in your career.

®PIONEER

~

Texas Instruments will rebate $10.00 of your original
SR-56 purchase price when you return this coupon
and your SR-56 customer information card postmarked no later than October 31,1976. To apply:
1. Fill out this coupon
2. Fill out special serialized customer information
card inside SR-56 box
3. Returh Qompleted coupon and information card to:
Special Campus Offer
P.O. Box 1210
Richardson, Texas 75080
.
.

..

.

'

'"I
Name

.State

Address

Zrp

Un1vers1ty

-

- --

--·

-

Name of SA-56 Retailer
SR-56

_ ___ ___

.

--

·

_ --· __ Serial No. (from back ~f calculator}
Please allow 30 days for rebate

L----~-----------~-----~-------~-----~--------~--------------------~-~--~-----------~
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

• Suggested retail price.
t 11 with the T·register.

INCORPORATED

© 1976 Texas Instruments Incorporated

'

':;-:
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from Jl<\.t{(' ~ll

Ten Days.Dnly!

Campus Sound Center Since 1949

We're proud to say we have customers who have been
with us for over 20 years! Ask us about our service
policies because we really service what we sell. We
arrange financ:;ing, accept trade-ins, provide for layaways,
have special bargains and package sys·

tContin\l~·d

By D.M. Flynn
Hunter S. Thompson, creator of "gonzo" jol1rnalism and the national affairs editor for Rolling
Stone magazine, will open the 1976-1977 Speakers
Committee Series at 8 p.m:, Sept. 2, in Popejoy
Hall. Tickets are available at the SUB box office
and will also be sold at the door.
The 35-year-old Kentuckian has attained nationwide recognition through his bizarre and often
irreverent political reporting for Rolling Stone.
Thompson has also written three books including
Hell's Angels, in which he describes his first-hand
experiences with the famed California motorcycle
club.
As a sports writer who has covered the Super
Bowl, Thompson noted, "There are three keys to
success in this field. You need a blind 'willingness
to believe anything you're told by coaches and
official spokesmen for the team owners, a
thesaurus to avoid using the same verbs and adjectives twice in the same paragraph and rock 'n'
roll played at ear-shattering volume for
inspirations."
Thompson has also been the subject of satire in
G.B. Trudeau's Doonesbury. Portrayed as a drugcultist diplomat in American Samoa and China,
Thompson appears as Zonker Harris' Uncle Duke.
Not one to be subtle, Thompson was recently
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RIDESI RIDESI RIDES!,..265·9860 or (303)449·
6670. 9/7

MEN'S NEW 26" Schwinn Suburban Bicycll
$105 cash, 345·2125 between 9·4. 9/3

BELLY PANCING CLASSES. $5 weekly at the
Blue llareem 255-1967, !i/15
MO'l'HER •rRUCKERS STUDENT rnovlng and
hauling, dependable, reliable. Call mom at 299·
1601 evenings. 9/3

1972 'l'OYOTA STATIONWAGON, standard
transmission, 4 dr, exceptional condition. Best
ofler over $1800. Call Norm 265-1251 ext. 78, 344·
5807. 8/31

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn
EXPERIENCED 'rYPIST: Manuscripts, theses,
papers, etc. 50¢ double-spaced page. 296·4256.
9/3
ACCURATE TYPIS'I';
etc. Call268·1285, 9/3

Essays,

manuscripts,

·:-:::-:::-::--=----:--:-~~

1. PERSONALS
FRESHMEN: WANT Small interesting class for
credit'/ General Studies 111·006 Thurs. 1:30·3:20.
Come by Honors Center. 8/31
·ROSA'S CAN'l'INA offers. 25¢ draws ;;;-;Her·
noon cruiser;;· bring UNM ii)~~-t)l 7 p.m., 867·
9983. 8/31
KAREN S., I'd like to get in touch again. Ph.
265-4043, Sylvia L. 8/31
WANTED: SOCCER COACli for 15 enthusiastic
9-10 year olds. Must be willing to donate 5 hours/
week for 10-wcek fall season and 8-week spring
season. !"ots of parental support. 293-4335, , 8/31
MELIANE, RUGBY Calls 'l'ues. and 'l'hurs,
9/1
THANKS to all my fellow UNM Students for help·
ing L.P. Goodbpy sell another record. 3701 Cen·
trnl NE (across !rom Fat Humphrey's), tfn

-···----·

KElVIN, AR'l', Ray and Willie. A wallet a day
keeps the doctor away. AMC. 8/31
NEED TU'l'OR FOR Mnth 181. Call 831·6366 lor
details. Ask for Steve. 9/7
CONVICT IN FLORIDA Prison wishes to hear
!rom female correspondents, write Dawson
Newton #030489, P.O. Box 747·64·0262, Starke,
Fla. 32091 "Old Unit." 917
RUGBY, an elegant form of violence, UNMRugby,
Johnson F.ld., 4:30·6:00 p.m., Tues. & Thurs.
Join the fun I 8/31

CAN'T CONCEN'l'RA'rl'l'/ Energyless'/ Uptight'/
Co:ne Alive I Join new Genesis Growth Organiza·
lion. Call883·3911. 9/3
ACUPRESSURE S'f~-;U::D:::Y:-,-::3-months course, dis·
cussing and practicing mosL popular cases.
Chinese Culture Center, 3015 Central NE, 2CB·
7023. 9/3
HOUSE PAINTING-interior, exterior, quali·
fied.lnexrcnsive, quick, evenings 898-0810 •.. 9/7
BARRY'S ELECTHONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro SE, 265·0335. Color TVs, l!Lpe decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms.
10% discount for students with 10. Quiclt service.
Used TVs for sale, 9/7
SPEAK FRENCH! French native and experienced
teacher will help you express yourself in French,
inlormal teaching $10 per 2·hour lesson. Call
Vivianc 255·2577. 9/7

1974 TRlUMI'H TRIDENT, 750cc motorcycle,
excellent conditiQn, major 'l'une B/10/76, less
than 5,000 miles, 265·4298. 8/31
RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selection, good people, L.P. Goodbuy, 3701 Central
NE Iacross from Fat Humphro-y's). 8/31

FREEl RENT, one or two students, in exchange
occasional dog-sitting and fixing up old house for
working old gal writer. 255-1729 weekends,
evenings. 9/2

·-----------------

4.

FORSALE

---------BlCYCLES: LOWEST PRICES on High qualiLy
-----~

MINORITY PROGRAM in Nursing needs tutors
for: Bio. 123; Bio. 237; Bio, 239; Chern. 141; Chem,
281; Math 102. Call277-2507, 8/31

Today's
Special Event

WANTED: CHILDCARE, 15 hours per week
before and after school. Must have car.• 266·2375
after 6. 8/31

12:00 pm Movie
"Skinny Skiis"
2:00pm Movie

TRAVEL

"Nature's Rule"

CARPOOL-from Santa Fe to UNM, Mon.-Wed.
elasses. Call Cam 982·0710. 9/1

6.

EMPLOYMENT

MOUNTA~:-lSIDE

I'EUGEOT 10·spced 23" New Tires, tubes & rims.
Excellent condition $125. Ask for Bill at Hippo
lee Cream,. 9/2

YMCA is hiring college men &
women to work part time as counselor/coaches
w/elemcntary school aged children, in NE heights
outreach program. For personal interview contact
Rex Smit' 292-2298. Deadline: 9/13/76. 917

FI"Y TO EUROPE inexpensively, reliably, Inter·
continental Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd. SE.,
~u~_eL_,~~~8~.o~·--8~/_31_________________

S.

2320
Central
Ave. S.E.
268·4876

MISCELLANEOUS
>

~

TRADITIONAL 5-S'l'RING, tenor banjo, Irish
fiddling, lessons. 836·1877. 9/3

bicycles. Some used, some on sale. R.C. Hallett's
843-9378. tfn
20 POR'rABLE '1'-V's, $30 to $60. 441 Wyoming
NE, 255-5987. 10/18

ASUNM Speakers Co01ittee

------ADULT BALLET, Jazz and modern dance classes

LOOK. Color 'l'V lelt for repair bill, Big scree•,
assume payments of $7 per mo•th, no interest,
255·7534. 9/7

presents

available. Five minutes from campus. Scholar·
ships for boys available. Hayden School of Ballet,
4139 Prospect Street NE. 268-6561. 9/7

LEA'l'HER CHAPS, Frye boots, both new condi·
tion, Call Terry 265·0538, 9/7

Hunter Thompson

GYPSY CANDLE RESTAURANT. Home cook·
ing, European & sealood. Also vegetarian, ESP
entertainment, 299-0141. 9/7

2.

LOST & FOUND

A CASE OF MISTAKEN Book Bags: Will the
person who took a blue book bag from the UNM
bookstore shelf containing MS CIS /12, Xerox
Autobiography of Shephard, CuentosAmericanos,
notebooks and miscellany please return it to
Rodger Friedman, 266·3679. 9/7
LOST: PRESCRIPTION dark glasses on north
golf course, 268-4179. 8/31
LOST: IRISH WOLFHOUjiiD puppy 5'12 mo. Co·
male, gray, 90#, Brindle, white chest blaze, Please
help, 344·6312. 9/1

3.

---------------

SERVICES

24·l10UR DRUG STORE-Community Drug.
5100 Indian School Rd. NE. Dennis S. Penn, RPh
(UNM 57) owner. 9/13
CHILDREN'S CREATIVE DANCE Classes by
Elizabeth Waters, assisted by Meredith Wake·
land, Registration Thursday September 2, 1976.
Heights Community Center, 823 Buena Vista SE.
3:00·5:00 p.m. 9/1
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS.
Lowest prices in town I Fast, pleasing, near UNM.
Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NEl.
ifn
MASSAGE-LICENSED, 298-4718 Steam Re·
flcsology. Call lor Appt. Juan. 8/31

1o~g,

Ml th~ Summtr loo~:
rltirk, rhirk, fbtt!
U, Nnlt nnd ~f~
\\hut a fl~ht t11rrrie
Rirdic I Lt.

WANTED: HANDYMAN/Helper lor disabled.
Small apartment in return for services. Wr1te:
Disabled, P.O. Box 3424, City 87110 with resume
and photo, Bi/Gay UNM Graduate Student pre·
ferred. 8/31

7.

his mum ill~

Andcbir~cib,cbir~e!bmmily

STUDY AID NEEDED. lor paralyzed student,
Tues & 'rhurs, 10a.m.-3p.m., Fri 1·3p.m., 265·
4291. 9/3

CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plex for the young and the young in heart. Rents
start !lt $145. Large swimming pool. Elliciencics
& 1-bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM, 1520 University NEl,
243·2494. 9/8

--------~~=-~~~--~~--~

BELLY DANCING CLASSES. Free introductory
lessons, shake your life. W.P Uebckah 898-1965.
9/7

l'ipt.~

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must
be over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees lor day work. Also have positions lor Friday
& Saturday nights. Apply in person only, No
phone calls please, Save Way Liquor Stores, 5704
Lomas NEl, 5516 Menaul NE. 9/13

FORRENT

ROOMMATE WAN'l'ED to share house, two bed·
rooms, two baths, fireplace, no utilities, $100 per
month. Call Mlchael247-1416. 9/1

FANTASTIC OPPORTUNI'l'Y, Invest $10 &
make $3,000 in 2 weeks, Send to NM Publications.
P.O. Box 173, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103.
9/1
THE COOPERAGE RESTAURANT, soon to open
at 7220 Lomas NE, is accepting applications for
all positions. 255-1057. 8/31

'72 128 FIAT, 4-dr Sedan. Best offer. 883·1293
alter 5 p.m. 9/3

5.

UNM STUDENTS. Excellent part-time income
organizing sample sales of very popular clothing
line lor independent sales Rep. Clothing Exper·
lence necessary. 294·2101, 9-1pm only. 9/9

..,.,------=--

S'l'ElREO DEPARTMENT. Closing all 1976 new
stereo cttuipment. Pioneer, Sansui re(!eivcrs, 8·
track, reel to reels, ens, etc. 40 to 50% olf while
they last. 255·7535. 917

September 2-8:00 p.m. Popejov

1974 SUPER BEETLE, only 13,500 miles, like
new, $2595. Drum set with cymbals, $165. 1944
D·18 Martin guitar, beautiful condition, $1000,
266·4567, 277-6404. 9/7

National Affaris Editor of "Rolling Stones"-Author of "Hell's Angel's", Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas", Fear and Loathing: On the Campaign Traill972."
Famous Doonesbury Character "The Duke"
Tickets at: SUB Box Office for Student Discount &
Gold Street Cirus & Natural Sound No. 2 on Menaul
~dmission $3.00-General Public, $1.50 Students

~~--~--~--~

NECCHI ZIG ZAG. 1976 sewing machine makes
buttonholes, overcast, embroiders, blind hems
without attachments. $39 or payments or $9, no
interest, 255-7534. 9/7
GE STEREO Receiver AM/FM. B·track, $60,
898-4256 nller 5:00. 8/31
NIKKORMAT BLACK Body & case 50mm F/1.4
Nikkor lens, 24mm F /2, 8 Nikkor Lens, 105mm
F/2.5 Nikkor lens, 2x Vivitar 'I'ele Converter.
Call21l3·7432. 8/31
KING·SIZElD DOUBLE Bed. Moving, must sell.
Grcatsha11e $85,268-3477, 9/1

I) 6•tt••rlirld
SINCE
1928

1974 VEGA STATION Wagon 4·speed, excellent
condition. Must Sell. $1500. 256·7828. 9/3
1974 TRIUMPH TRIDENT, 750cc motorcycle,
excelle•t condition, major tune 8/10/76, less than
500 miles, 256-4298 evenings. 8/31

···-·.,.,.

ONE of the OLDEST LOCALLY OWNED JEWELERS IN ALBUQUERQUE

COMPLETE SELECTION

••

HARLEY DA V!DSON SPORTSTER, 1000cc, lor
Sale, excellent condition. Only 15,000 miles,
XLCH Model, $1850 or best oller. Call843-9347.

t.
I

9/3

i)

Jewelry ....
SORORITY .... FRATERNITY
ALL CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

•
buttlrtieltl

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE

i•

I

'

je1.:elers~

welcome back ...
special attention!

-..Cf!:..~

THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS
OUR OWN TERMS
BANKAMERICARD
IN CARDINAL PLAZA ~7ccronodo 2411 San Pedro NE
MASTERCHARGE

Ne\N Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9(: per word
Terms· Cash in advance

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!~

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
~--.. times be~inning
. , under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

· Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque .. New Mexico 87131

Enclosed$

Placed by

Telephone

